LIBRARY
DATABASES
Westerly Library & Wilcox Park, and Ocean State
Libraries, subscribes to a variety of databases for
your educational and recreational needs. A full list
of databases can be found on our website.
Biography Reference Center *
Full text biographies of notable figures.
Duolingo
A platform that includes a language-learning website and mobile app, as
well as a digital language-proficiency assessment exam. The app and
website are accessible without charge, although Duolingo also offers a
premium service for a fee.
Explora *
A valuable resource for educators and students from primary to high school
Learning Express
Get ahead of the game with practice tests and more. Each Learning Center
offers exercises, skill-building courses, eBooks, practice tests and
information you want.
Livemocha
The world’s largest online language learning community, Livemocha fuses
traditional learning methods with online practice and interaction with native
language speakers from around the world.
Literary Reference Center *
Features an expansive collection of plot summaries, literary criticism, author
biographies, and content from prominent literary journals.
Mango Languages *
Self-paced courses in over 70 different languages.

*may require zip code verification OR library card number to access remotely
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Middle Search Plus *
Contains full text for a variety of popular middle school magazines. Each
article is assigned a Lexile level. Choose Middle Search Plus from the AskRI
buttons.
NoveList Plus *
A comprehensive source of information about books and audiobooks that
includes expert recommendations, reviews, articles, lists, book discussion
guides, and more.
Points of View *
Doing research on hot topics? Look here for information that addresses
topics from various viewpoints. Choose Points of View from the askri
buttons.
Teacher Resources *
A teacher’s companion to the various Explora databases, searching across
content such as ERIC and Academic Search Premier. It highlights lesson
plans, curriculum standards, and other professional development resources.
World Book *
The classic encyclopedia, online. Choose ”Reference Center" to access the
high school level encyclopedia. Choose "For Kids” to access elementary
school resources.

*may require zip code verification OR library card number to access remotely

